
ADA compliance using a software’s automatic live captions feature to provide free 
transcriptions 
 
Both the Zoom video conference application and Microsoft Teams software have a feature to 
generate captions from the sound source.  This guide mainly focuses on activating and 
integrating the latter software’s captioning feature for live event audiovisual support.  The 
accuracy of the transcription is approximately 95% with approximately 5 seconds of delay.  Said 
accuracy is affected if one speaks while wearing a mask, and if people speak over one another; 
however, a human transcriber’s accuracy, which may be 97% - 99%, can decline under such 
conditions as well.  This guide also outlines methods to incorporate multiple microphones with a 
sound mixer to support a video conferencing session, such as with Zoom, in a medium to large 
event space 
 
 
Activating and displaying the captions in Microsoft Teams (version 1.3) 

● Go to the calendar section within Microsoft Teams 
● Click on the down button to the right of the “+ New Meeting” to display a drop down 

menu and choose “Live Event” 

●  
● On the next screen, disable the video and unmute the audio 



●  
● Click on settings  

●  
● Activate the Live Captions feature 



●  
● Choose the Large Font option  

●  
● You do not have to start the Live Event to display captions 



●  
○ An example of Microsoft Teams generating captions from a person speaking, 

“This is a demonstration of…” 
 
 
Adding the Microsoft Teams automatic live captions to an event’s video feed 

● Use the mask feature in a video switcher’s effects option to crop out the video screen of 
the laptop running Microsoft Teams except the captions area, and move it into position 
of your choosing such as the lower thirds or the upper thirds. 

○ Close-up of a Blackmagic Design’s ATEM software  
● Full screenshot of the ATEM software control: 



●  
● Overlay that masked captions video signal on top of the event’s program video feed 

using the video switcher 

●  
○ The captions are now “burned-in”, also known as open-captions, and can be 

displayed in the event room as well as streamed  
○ Set the overlay method so that the masked captions appear on both the Preview 

and Program feeds.  



■ This allows for the open-captions to stay on the program feed regardless 
of switching the underlying video feeds such as presentations and video 
camera(s).  

● Display the program video signal of the open-captions in the room 
projection and/or send to a platform of your choosing such as 
youTube, Livestream or others 

● The Zoom video conferencing app also includes the feature of automatic live 
transcriptions, and its captions can be overlaid in the same method above.  
 

 
Incorporating a sound mixer for a video conference event 

● This section of the guide outlines how to incorporate multiple microphones with Zoom, 
but these methods can be applied to most other video conferencing applications as well.  

● For SHURE brand models, configure the Gooseneck microphones’ baseplate 
dip-switches to “Push-To-Talk”  

○ See SHURE’s website on the dip-switch configurations 
■ https://service.shure.com/s/article/mx412d-and-mx418d-switch-functions-l

ogic-functions-wiring-scheme-and-other-technical-matters?language=en_
US 

■ This “Push-To-Talk” configuration keeps the Gooseneck microphones in 
the muted state until each participant in the room leans in to hold down 
the “Push” button to speak. 

■ As many Gooseneck microphones as required can be used in the event 
space without causing feedback, since only one Gooseneck microphone 
will be unmuted per use 

● Send all the Gooseneck microphone signals in the room to a sound mixer. 
● From the sound mixer, send only these microphone signals via XLR to a USB converter, 

such as the AudioBox 
○ Connect the USB from the AudioBox to the same laptop running the Zoom 

session. 
○ Within Zoom’s audio setting, choose the AudioBox’s USB as the “Microphone” 
○ Mute the speaker and microphone of all other laptops in the room; 

otherwise, there will be feedback 
○ Only one laptop shall send and ingest the sound to and from the mixer for a 

Zoom session 
● Use the 3.5mm audio output of the laptop running Zoom to send its audio signal 

“Speaker” to the sound mixer.  
● For video conferencing applications that do not have a transcription feature:  

○ Send all mixed sound, including the video conferencing software’s audio output, 
via a second XLR to a second AudioBox, and send its USB to a second laptop 
running only the Microsoft Teams 

○ Activate the Microsoft Teams automatic live captions feature, and stream to a 
platform of your choosing such as youTube, Livestream or others 

■ Patrons can view the captions on the streaming platform’s webpage  

https://service.shure.com/s/article/mx412d-and-mx418d-switch-functions-logic-functions-wiring-scheme-and-other-technical-matters?language=en_US
https://service.shure.com/s/article/mx412d-and-mx418d-switch-functions-logic-functions-wiring-scheme-and-other-technical-matters?language=en_US
https://service.shure.com/s/article/mx412d-and-mx418d-switch-functions-logic-functions-wiring-scheme-and-other-technical-matters?language=en_US


○ Send all mixed sound via a third XLR to the event room 
 
 
Displaying and sending video signal of video conference sessions 

● Place an OWL-Camera or web-cam in the middle of the event space framing the patrons 
○ Send its video signal to a laptop placed near the camera running the same video 

conferencing app as above  
○ Send this laptop’s video to room projection through its HDMI output 

 
 
 


